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meeting each examiner analyses a number of candidates’ scripts: alternative answers not 
already covered by the mark scheme are discussed at the meeting and legislated for.  If, after 
this meeting, examiners encounter unusual answers which have not been discussed at the 
meeting they are required to refer these to the Principal Examiner.   
 
It must be stressed that a mark scheme is a working document, in many cases further 
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Generic Introduction for AS 
 
The AS History specification is based on the assessment objectives laid down in QCA’s GCE 
History subject criteria and published in the AQA specification booklet.  These cover the skills, 
knowledge and understanding which are expected of A Level candidates.  Most questions 
address more than one objective since historical skills, which include knowledge and 
understanding, are usually deployed together.  Consequently, the marking scheme which 
follows is a ‘levels of response’ scheme and assesses candidates’ historical skills in the context 
of their knowledge and understanding of History. 
 
The levels of response are a graduated recognition of how candidates have demonstrated their 
abilities in the Assessment Objectives.  Candidates who predominantly address AO1(a) by 
writing narrative or description will perform at Level 1 or Level 2 depending on its relevance.  
Candidates who provide more explanation – (AO1(b), supported by the relevant selection of 
material, AO1(a)) – will perform at high Level 2 or low-mid Level 3 depending on how explicit 
they are in their response to the question.  Candidates who provide explanation with evaluation, 
judgement and an awareness of historical interpretations will be addressing all 3 AOs (AO1(a); 
AO1(b): AO2(a) and (b) and will have access to the higher mark ranges.  AO2(a) which requires 
the evaluation of source material is assessed in Unit 2. 
 
Differentiation between Levels 3, 4 and 5 is judged according to the extent to which candidates 
meet this range of assessment objectives.  At Level 3 the answers will show more 
characteristics of the AO1 objectives, although there should be elements of AO2.  At Level 4, 
AO2 criteria, particularly an understanding of how the past has been interpreted, will be more in 
evidence and this will be even more dominant at Level 5. The demands on written 
communication, particularly the organisation of ideas and the use of specialist vocabulary also 
increase through the various levels so that a candidate performing at the highest AS level is 
already well prepared for the demands of A2. 
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CRITERIA FOR MARKING GCE HISTORY:  
 
AS EXAMINATION PAPERS  
 
General Guidance for Examiners (to accompany Level Descriptors) 
 
 
Deciding on a level and the award of marks within a level 
 
It is of vital importance that examiners familiarise themselves with the generic mark scheme and 
apply it consistently, as directed by the Principal Examiner, in order to facilitate comparability 
across options. 
 
The indicative mark scheme for each paper is designed to illustrate some of the material that 
candidates might refer to (knowledge) and some of the approaches and ideas they might 
develop (skills).  It is not, however, prescriptive and should only be used to exemplify the 
generic mark scheme. 
 
When applying the generic mark scheme, examiners will constantly need to exercise judgement 
to decide which level fits an answer best.  Few essays will display all the characteristics of a 
level, so deciding the most appropriate will always be the first task. 
 
Each level has a range of marks and for an essay which has a strong correlation with the level 
descriptors the middle mark should be given.  However, when an answer has some of the 
characteristics of the level above or below, or seems stronger or weaker on comparison with 
many other candidates’ responses to the same question, the mark will need to be adjusted up 
or down. 
 
When deciding on the mark within a level, the following criteria should be considered in relation 
to the level descriptors.  Candidates should never be doubly penalised.  If a candidate with poor 
communication skills has been placed in Level 2, he or she should not be moved to the bottom 
of the level on the basis of the poor quality of written communication.  On the other hand, a 
candidate with similarly poor skills, whose work otherwise matched the criteria for Level 4 
should be adjusted downwards within the level. 
 
Criteria for deciding marks within a level: 
 

• The accuracy of factual information 
• The level of detail 
• The depth and precision displayed 
• The quality of links and arguments 
• The quality of written communication (grammar, spelling, punctuation and legibility; an 

appropriate form and style of writing; clear and coherent organisation of ideas, including 
the use of specialist vocabulary) 

• Appropriate references to historical interpretation and debate 
• The conclusion 
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June 2011 
 
GCE AS History Unit 1: Change and Consolidation 
 
HIS1A: The Crusading Movement and the Latin East, 1095–1204  
 
 
Question 1 
 
01 Explain why Pope Eugenius III called the Second Crusade.  (12 marks) 
 
 Target: AO1(a), AO1(b) 
 
Generic Mark Scheme 
 
 Nothing written worthy of credit. 0 
 
L1:  Answers will contain either some descriptive material which is only loosely linked to the 

focus of the question or some explicit comment with little, if any, appropriate support. 
Answers are likely to be generalised and assertive.  The response will be limited in 
development and skills of written communication will be weak. 1-2 

 
L2: Answers will demonstrate some knowledge and understanding of the demands of the 

question.  They will either be almost entirely descriptive with few explicit links to the 
question or they will provide some explanations backed by evidence that is limited in 
range and/or depth.  Answers will be coherent but weakly expressed and/or poorly 
structured. 3-6 

 
L3: Answers will demonstrate good understanding of the demands of the question providing 

relevant explanations backed by appropriately selected information, although this may 
not be full or comprehensive.  Answers will, for the most part, be clearly expressed and 
show some organisation in the presentation of material. 7-9 

 
L4: Answers will be well-focused, identifying a range of specific explanations, backed by 

precise evidence and demonstrating good understanding of the connections and links 
between events/issues.  Answers will, for the most part, be well-written and organised. 

  10-12 
 
Indicative content 
 
Note: This content is not prescriptive and candidates are not obliged to refer to the 
material contained in this mark scheme.  Any legitimate answer will be assessed on its 
merits according to the generic levels scheme.  
 
Answers should include a range of reasons as to why Pope Eugenius called the 
Second Crusade.  
 
Candidates might include some of the following factors: 
 

• in December 1144, the first crusader state, the county of Edessa had fallen to the 
Muslims. The response by the papacy was a call to crusade through a papal bull, 
Quantum praedecessores 
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• the Pope sought to stimulate a major crusading effort by exorting western knights with 
the glorious deeds of their fathers 

• Eugenius sought to define the crusading privileges which participants would earn. 
 
OR Candidates may refer to some of the following long-term factors: 
 

• the weakness of the Crusader states in manpower 
• the rise of Zengi and Muslim unity under Jihad. 

 
and some of the following short term/immediate factors: 
 

• the papal pronouncement was issued in December 1145 and then reissued in 1 March, 
1146 to assert papal control over the movement at a time when King Louis VII was 
considering leading an expedition 

• the leadership crisis amongst the Christians in the Near East and the Kingdom of 
Jerusalem in particular. 
 

To reach higher levels, candidates will need to show the inter-relationship of the reasons given, 
for example they might make detailed reference to the content of Quantum praedecessores. 
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Question 1 
 
02 How far was the failure of the Second Crusade the responsibility of the Franks of 

Outremer? (24 marks) 
 
Target: AO1(a), AO1(b), AO2(b) 
 

Generic Mark Scheme 
 
 Nothing written worthy of credit. 0 
 
L1: Answers may either contain some descriptive material which is only loosely linked to the 

focus of the question or they may address only a part of the question.  Alternatively, 
there may be some explicit comment with little, if any, appropriate support.  Answers are 
likely to be generalised and assertive.  There will be little, if any, awareness of differing 
historical interpretations.  The response will be limited in development and skills of 
written communication will be weak. 1-6 

 
L2: Answers will show some understanding of the focus of the question.  They will either be 

almost entirely descriptive with few explicit links to the question or they may contain 
some explicit comment with relevant but limited support.  They will display limited 
understanding of differing historical interpretations.  Answers will be coherent but weakly 
expressed and/or poorly structured. 7-11 

 
L3: Answers will show a developed understanding of the demands of the question.  They will 

provide some assessment, backed by relevant and appropriately selected evidence, but 
they will lack depth and/or balance.  There will be some understanding of varying 
historical interpretations.  Answers will, for the most part, be clearly expressed and show 
some organisation in the presentation of material. 12-16 

 
L4: Answers will show explicit understanding of the demands of the question.  They will 

develop a balanced argument backed by a good range of appropriately selected 
evidence and a good understanding of historical interpretations.  Answers will, for the 
most part, show organisation and good skills of written communication. 17-21 

 
L5: Answers will be well-focused and closely argued.  The arguments will be supported by 

precisely selected evidence leading to a relevant conclusion/judgement, incorporating 
well-developed understanding of historical interpretations and debate.  Answers will, for 
the most part, be carefully organised and fluently written, using appropriate vocabulary.  

  22-24 
 
Indicative content 
 
Note: This content is not prescriptive and candidates are not obliged to refer to the 
material contained in this mark scheme.  Any legitimate answer will be assessed on its 
merits according to the generic levels scheme.  
 
Candidates should be able to make a judgement by addressing the focus of the question and 
offering some balance of other factors or views.  In ‘how important’ and ‘how successful 
questions’, the answer could be (but does not need to be) exclusively based on the focus of the 
question. 
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Factors suggesting the role of the Franks of Outremer in the failure of the Second Crusade 
might include: 
 

• the weak leadership and power vacuum provided by King Baldwin III and his mother 
Melisende 

• divisions over crusade aims between King Louis, Count Raymond and Count Joscelin 
• the events at the council of Acre in June 1148 and divisions between the Palestinian 

lords and the crusaders 
• the decision to attack Damascus, an ally of Jerusalem and the events of the siege. 

 
Factors suggesting other reasons for failure might include: 
 

• lack of help from Byzantium in Anatolia, the losses suffered by the German and French 
armies 

• poor leadership by the western Kings 
• the crusade’s lack of focus and breadth of aims. 

 
Good answers are likely to/may show an awareness that crusading provided a weak response 
to the long-term strategic weaknesses of the Crusader states in terms of manpower and 
geography, or the key issue of Muslim unity in comparison to the position in the 1090s. 
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Question 2 
 
03 Explain why the Third Crusade took place.                                                   (12 marks) 
 
 Target: AO1(a), AO1(b) 
 
Generic Mark Scheme 
 
 Nothing written worthy of credit. 0 
 
L1:  Answers will contain either some descriptive material which is only loosely linked to the 

focus of the question or some explicit comment with little, if any, appropriate support. 
Answers are likely to be generalised and assertive.  The response will be limited in 
development and skills of written communication will be weak. 1-2 

 
L2: Answers will demonstrate some knowledge and understanding of the demands of the 

question.  They will either be almost entirely descriptive with few explicit links to the 
question or they will provide some explanations backed by evidence that is limited in 
range and/or depth.  Answers will be coherent but weakly expressed and/or poorly 
structured. 3-6 

 
L3: Answers will demonstrate good understanding of the demands of the question providing 

relevant explanations backed by appropriately selected information, although this may 
not be full or comprehensive.  Answers will, for the most part, be clearly expressed and 
show some organisation in the presentation of material. 7-9 

 
L4: Answers will be well-focused, identifying a range of specific explanations, backed by 

precise evidence and demonstrating good understanding of the connections and links 
between events/issues.  Answers will, for the most part, be well-written and organised. 

  10-12 
 
Indicative content 
 
Note: This content is not prescriptive and candidates are not obliged to refer to the 
material contained in this mark scheme.  Any legitimate answer will be assessed on its 
merits according to the generic levels scheme.  
 
Answers should include a range of reasons as to why the Third Crusade was necessary. 
 
Candidates might include some of the following factors: 
 

• the decline of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem and Saladin’s victory at Hattin 
• the deep divisions within crusader society, especially the succession crisis. 

 
OR Candidates may refer to some of the following long-term factors: 
 

• generic, spiritual motivation and the message and privileges contained in the Papal Bull, 
Audita tremendi, penance, faith and chivalric virtue 

• royal motives of prestige, candidates may develop the motives of Frederick Barbarossa, 
King Richard and King Philip II. 
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and some of the following short term/immediate factors: 
 

• the impact of the loss of Jerusalem, and the need to avenge the loss of Christ’s 
patrimony.  The shock of its loss, including the death of the Pope. 
 

To reach higher levels, candidates will need to show the inter-relationship of the reasons given, 
for example they might expand on the three and half year gap/delay between the crusade’s 
launch and the battle of Hattin. 
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Question 2 
 
04 How far was the failure of the Third Crusade due to lack of manpower?            (24 marks) 

  
Target: AO1(a), AO1(b), AO2(b) 
 

Generic Mark Scheme 
 
 Nothing written worthy of credit. 0 
 
L1: Answers may either contain some descriptive material which is only loosely linked to the 

focus of the question or they may address only a part of the question.  Alternatively, 
there may be some explicit comment with little, if any, appropriate support.  Answers are 
likely to be generalised and assertive.  There will be little, if any, awareness of differing 
historical interpretations.  The response will be limited in development and skills of 
written communication will be weak. 1-6 

 
L2: Answers will show some understanding of the focus of the question.  They will either be 

almost entirely descriptive with few explicit links to the question or they may contain 
some explicit comment with relevant but limited support.  They will display limited 
understanding of differing historical interpretations.  Answers will be coherent but weakly 
expressed and/or poorly structured. 7-11 

 
L3: Answers will show a developed understanding of the demands of the question.  They will 

provide some assessment, backed by relevant and appropriately selected evidence, but 
they will lack depth and/or balance.  There will be some understanding of varying 
historical interpretations.  Answers will, for the most part, be clearly expressed and show 
some organisation in the presentation of material. 12-16 

 
L4: Answers will show explicit understanding of the demands of the question.  They will 

develop a balanced argument backed by a good range of appropriately selected 
evidence and a good understanding of historical interpretations.  Answers will, for the 
most part, show organisation and good skills of written communication. 17-21 

 
L5: Answers will be well-focused and closely argued.  The arguments will be supported by 

precisely selected evidence leading to a relevant conclusion/judgement, incorporating 
well-developed understanding of historical interpretations and debate.  Answers will, for 
the most part, be carefully organised and fluently written, using appropriate vocabulary.  

  22-24 
 
Indicative content 
 
Note: This content is not prescriptive and candidates are not obliged to refer to the 
material contained in this mark scheme.  Any legitimate answer will be assessed on its 
merits according to the generic levels scheme.  
 
Candidates should be able to make a judgement by addressing the focus of the question and 
offering some balance of other factors or views.  In ‘how important’ and ‘how successful 
questions’, the answer could be (but does not need to be) exclusively based on the focus of the 
question. 
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Factors suggesting the importance of lack of resources might include: 
 

• the loss of Frederick Barbarossa and the German contingent 
• the death of King William II and the loss of the Sicilian fleet 
• the size of the crusade contingents from France and England. 

 
Factors suggesting other reasons for failure might include: 
 

• the divisions between King Richard and King Philip, and especially the disagreements 
over the throne of Jerusalem 

• disagreement over purpose, the issue of Jerusalem or Egypt 
• Richard’s need to leave to secure his kingdom from the actions of Philip and John. 

 
Good answers are likely to/may show an awareness that many historians think the crusade was 
not a failure. Reference may be made to the territory gained, the impact of Arsuf on Saladin’s 
reputation and the healed divisions over the kingship. 
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Question 3 
 
05 Explain why Pope Innocent III called the Fourth Crusade.  (12 marks) 
 
 Target: AO1(a), AO1(b) 
 
Generic Mark Scheme 
 
 Nothing written worthy of credit. 0 
 
L1:  Answers will contain either some descriptive material which is only loosely linked to the 

focus of the question or some explicit comment with little, if any, appropriate support. 
Answers are likely to be generalised and assertive.  The response will be limited in 
development and skills of written communication will be weak. 1-2 

 
L2: Answers will demonstrate some knowledge and understanding of the demands of the 

question.  They will either be almost entirely descriptive with few explicit links to the 
question or they will provide some explanations backed by evidence that is limited in 
range and/or depth.  Answers will be coherent but weakly expressed and/or poorly 
structured. 3-6 

 
L3: Answers will demonstrate good understanding of the demands of the question providing 

relevant explanations backed by appropriately selected information, although this may 
not be full or comprehensive.  Answers will, for the most part, be clearly expressed and 
show some organisation in the presentation of material. 7-9 

 
L4: Answers will be well-focused, identifying a range of specific explanations, backed by 

precise evidence and demonstrating good understanding of the connections and links 
between events/issues.  Answers will, for the most part, be well-written and organised. 

  10-12 
 
Indicative content 
 
Note: This content is not prescriptive and candidates are not obliged to refer to the 
material contained in this mark scheme.  Any legitimate answer will be assessed on its 
merits according to the generic levels scheme.  
 
Answers should include a range of reasons as to why Pope Innocent III called the Fourth 
Crusade in August 1198. 
 
Candidates might include some of the following factors: 
 

• Innocent’s determination to restore Christian control over the Holy Land, in particular the 
reconquest of Jerusalem 

• Pope Innocent’s desire to reassert Papal control over the crusading movement, 
especially after the crusade of Emperor Henry VI 

• the fragile position of the Crusader states after the death of the King of Jerusalem, Henry 
of Champagne 

 
OR Candidates may refer to some of the following long-term factors: 
 

• the loss of Jerusalem in 1187 and the failure of the Third Crusade in 1192 
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• the opportunities presented by the death of Saladin in 1193 and divisions within the 
Muslim world. 
 

and some of the following short-term/immediate factors: 
 

• Innocent’s desire to stabilise European politics and end conflict between secular powers, 
especially England and France.  
 

To reach higher levels, candidates will need to show the inter-relationship of the reasons given, 
for example, they might stress Pope Innocent’s vision of his role and responsibility as head of 
Christendom. 
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Question 3 
 
06 How far was the failure of the Fourth Crusade the responsibility of Enrico Dandolo?          
  (24 marks) 

Target: AO1(a), AO1(b), AO2(b) 
 

Generic Mark Scheme 
 
 Nothing written worthy of credit. 0 
 
L1: Answers may either contain some descriptive material which is only loosely linked to the 

focus of the question or they may address only a part of the question.  Alternatively, 
there may be some explicit comment with little, if any, appropriate support.  Answers are 
likely to be generalised and assertive.  There will be little, if any, awareness of differing 
historical interpretations.  The response will be limited in development and skills of 
written communication will be weak. 1-6 

 
L2: Answers will show some understanding of the focus of the question.  They will either be 

almost entirely descriptive with few explicit links to the question or they may contain 
some explicit comment with relevant but limited support.  They will display limited 
understanding of differing historical interpretations.  Answers will be coherent but weakly 
expressed and/or poorly structured. 7-11 

 
L3: Answers will show a developed understanding of the demands of the question.  They will 

provide some assessment, backed by relevant and appropriately selected evidence, but 
they will lack depth and/or balance.  There will be some understanding of varying 
historical interpretations.  Answers will, for the most part, be clearly expressed and show 
some organisation in the presentation of material. 12-16 

 
L4: Answers will show explicit understanding of the demands of the question.  They will 

develop a balanced argument backed by a good range of appropriately selected 
evidence and a good understanding of historical interpretations.  Answers will, for the 
most part, show organisation and good skills of written communication. 17-21 

 
L5: Answers will be well-focused and closely argued.  The arguments will be supported by 

precisely selected evidence leading to a relevant conclusion/judgement, incorporating 
well-developed understanding of historical interpretations and debate.  Answers will, for 
the most part, be carefully organised and fluently written, using appropriate vocabulary.  

  22-24 
 
Indicative content 
 
Note: This content is not prescriptive and candidates are not obliged to refer to the 
material contained in this mark scheme.  Any legitimate answer will be assessed on its 
merits according to the generic levels scheme.  
 
Candidates should be able to make a judgement by addressing the focus of the question and 
offering some balance of other factors or views.  In ‘how important’ and ‘how successful 
questions’, the answer could be (but does not need to be) exclusively based on the focus of the 
question 
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Factors suggesting the culpability of Dandolo might include: 
 

• his role in creating the treaty with the crusade envoys 
• his motives regarding Egypt, this theory may be questioned 
• Dandolo’s role in the diversion to Zara in autumn 1202 and to Constantinople in June 

1203. 
 
Factors suggesting other reasons for failure might include: 
 

• the role of the envoys and their over-estimation of numbers 
• the Hagenau plot and the role of young Alexius 
• the theory of accidents. The failure of young Alexius to fulfil his agreement with the 

crusaders in 1203–1204. 
 
Good answers are likely to/may show an awareness that failure only became inevitable after the 
sack of Constantinople in April 1204 and that to many contemporaries the conquest of 
Byzantium and the re-unification of the Church were successes. 
 
 
Converting marks into UMS marks 
 
Convert raw marks into marks on the Uniform Mark Scale (UMS) by using the link below.   
 
UMS conversion calculator: www.aqa.org.uk/umsconversion 
 




